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May I take this chance to wish all of
you a very Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year. 2022 will see NBU
enter its tenth year where we will
continue to grow and prosper, we
have reached millions of people since
forming in 2012 putting Mosleys
message back on the agenda. My aim
is to lead this movement for another
ten years before retiring. I hope you
will support me through those coming
years.

The views expressed in this
publication are not necessarily those
held by either The Blackshirt, this
publication’s editor, or by anyone
else associated with the publication
itself.
This publication and its editor
reserve the right to edit any and all
contents when and where considered
necessary.
All artwork, photographs and articles
remain the intellectual property of
the original artists and
photographers.
All issues of The Blackshirt may be
viewed at:
www.newbritishunion.co.uk

THE HOLODOMOR

the Jerusalem office of the Simon
Wiesenthal Center.”

About a decade ago Abe Foxman, the
former head of the Jewish Anti
In 1932 and 1933, 7 Million
Defamation League, met with the
(estimated) Ukrainians were
President of Ukraine to pressure the
massacred by genocidal famine
ordered by the Bolshevik government. government into downplaying the
Holodomor.
Many were Christians. Students do not
learn about the Holodomor in middle Maybe Mr. Putin can give us a clue as
school, high school, or even college.
to why this is.
There aren’t dozens of major
Hollywood films depicting the horrific Putin: First Soviet Government Was
Mostly Jewish: “I thought about
events that took place. Our
something just now: The decision to
politicians aren’t referencing the
nationalize this library was made by
Holodomor every other day and
visiting Holodomor Museums. If you the first Soviet government, whose
composition was 80-85 percent
ask any random American on the
street about the Holodomor they will Jewish,” Putin said June 13 during a
have no idea what it is. Why is this? visit to Moscow’s Jewish Museum and
Tolerance Center. Interestingly
American students grow up inundated enough, around the same percentage
with Holocaust movies, books, and of Joe Biden’s cabinet is Jewish too.
education from grade school on up.
Thankfully unlike the Ukrainian
American states like Florida even pass
Kulaks, the American Kulaks are
laws mandating Holocaust
armed, but we must also be well
education for our children. So why
versed in history so that it does not
are we not learning about the
repeat itself.
Holodomor?
Christians must never forget the
Perhaps even worse: why is
Holodomor Denial allowed while if genocide of millions of our Christian
brothers and sisters. We must hold to
you question any part of the
account those who seek to deny,
Holocaust narrative you could land in
jail across many European countries. hide, or downplay this atrocity. We
must educate our children about the
In particular why are prominent
horrors of what happened and we
members of the Jewish community, must not be afraid to “offend” people
who know the realities of genocide in in the process of discussing the truth
the 20th century, among some of the
about these important matters.
most prominent Holodomor denialists? Objective truth is only offensive to
those who hate and wish to hide
The state of Israel refuses to
objective truth.
recognize the Holodomor as a
genocide.
Never forget.
“The Holodomor “is definitely not a
genocide,” said Zuroff, the head of

Andrew Torba

KYLE RITTENHOUSE
with his life. And take care of your
mom, son, she’s been a real rock for
you.
Edited:
I assume he can sue for malicious
falsehood;
“Malicious falsehood is a false
statement made maliciously that
causes damage to the claimant.
Malicious in this case means the
defendant either knew the
statement was not true or did not
take proper care to check. It is often
covered under laws regarding
defamation.”
Clearly no one could know whether
he was guilty or not, so words like
After all of the lies and vilification
that the liberal media have thrown at murderer and the like are malicious,
him, he’s held up remarkably well for an attempt to influence the jury pool
an eighteen year old, and his mother in advance of any trial. Good luck,
with that, you’ve earned it.
also.
Now he can go after the hypocritical
charlatans who think they know
everything, and teach them that they
are not above the law, that they are
not judge, jury and executionaer, and
that the rule of law still applies, and
not the rule of the mob.
Doubtless the usual collection of
reckless thugs from Antifa will try to
make their point, but they have no
case for doing do. And in case the
idiots of BLM have forgotten, these
events did not involve their
community. Hopefully the WIsconsin
National guard will make that quite
plain when the trouble starts, as I am
fairly certain that it will.
But, like Nicolas Sandeman, he should
sue big, settle big, and then get on

SURELY THEY HAVE MORE
PRESSING MATTERS TO
ATTEND TO

sale on your website,
www.newbritishunion.co.uk (the
“Website”).
Each government department has
the sole responsibility for granting
permission to use its logo. Further,
such permission can only be
granted for official governmental or
departmental purposes.
Our client has not granted you
permission to use the Logo, whether
on your ‘recruitment cards’ (the
“Goods”) or at all. Further, such
use is plainly not an official
governmental or departmental
purpose.

Dear Sirs
New British Union v The Home
Office - Letter Before Claim
We write to you on behalf of The
Home Office.
It has come to our attention
that your organisation is using
the official logo of The Home
Office, namely: (the “Logo”)
on material that is being offered for

For the reasons set out below, such
use
amounts
to
copyright
infringement, is prohibited under
the Trade Marks Act 1994 (the
“TMA”) and may amount to passing
off. Further, whilst beyond the remit
of this letter, such use may amount
to a criminal offence.
Copyright infringement
Copyright subsists in the Logo as an
artistic work under sections 1(a) and
4(1)(a) of the Copyright, Designs
and Patents Act 1998 (the
“CDPA”).
The Logo was designed by the

government’s branding team within
the Cabinet Office in 2012. The
branding team expended
intellectual creativity in deriving the
Logo, along with the logos for the
government and other

and by issuing copies of it to the
public.
Your use of the Logo therefore
amounts to an infringement of
the Crown copyright subsisting

Lee John-Charles - Head of
Division
Piers Doggart - Deputy Director,
Team Leader AG & General Private
Law Team 1

in the Logo. The Trade Marks
Act 1994
Section 99(1) of the TMA
prohibits the use, without

ministerial departments designed at
that time. The Logo was accordingly
designed by servants of the Crown,
in the course of their duties, and
Crown copyright therefore subsists
in it, in accordance with section
163(1) of the CDPA. As the Logo has
been used since 2012, that Crown
copyright will not expire until in or
around 2062.
Crown copyright is administered by
the Keeper of the National Archives
(the “Keeper”). We confirm that
the Keeper has given our client
authority to assert the Crown
copyright subsisting in the Logo in
respect of your acts of copyright
infringement.

the authority of Her
Majesty, of the Royal Arms:
(the “Royal Arms”).
or arms so closely resembling the
Royal Arms as to be calculated to
deceive.
The Logo incorporates part of the
Royal Arms, namely an insignia that
closely resembles the central
portion of the Royal arms:
(the “Insignia”).
Your use of the Insignia amounts to
use prohibited by section 99(1) of
the TMA. It is plainly designed to
lead to the belief that you are duly
authorised to use the Insignia, when
you are not.

Whilst section 99(3) of the TMA
Under section 16(1) of the CDPA,
makes such use a criminal offence,
copyright in an artistic work, such as
section 99(4)(a) entitles our client
the Logo, is infringed by copying it

to restrain your use of the Insignia
by seeking an injunction at the High
Court in civil proceedings.

on the Website and through the
suggestion that your party is in some
way connected with our client.

Passing off

Remedies

Under the common law of passing
off, where an entity owns goodwill
attached to goods or services
connected with the use of a
particular sign, it is entitled to
protect that goodwill. It can do so
by restraining a third party that
misrepresents, through use of the
same or a similar sign, that its goods
or services are those of or
connected in some way with those
of the owner of that goodwill. In
order to succeed, the entity must
show that the misrepresentation
causes damage to its goodwill.

Our client is entitled to prohibit
your use of the Logo by seeking an
injunction in the High Court and/or
seeking damages or an account of
profits from you in respect of your
use of the Logo.
Next steps
We respectfully request that all
material displaying the Logo or any
similar device be immediately
removed from your website and
that you confirm that this has been
done by return. In exchange for such
an immediate removal, our client
will not take further action in the
High Court to restrain your use.

Our client has generated significant
goodwill through the use of the Logo
since 2012, used to identify services Failure to comply fully with this
originating from it.
request may result in further action
being taken.
Your use of the Logo is designed to
lead members of the public to
Our client reserves its right to take
believe that the Goods originate
further action against any other
from, are authorised by or are
individuals or entities involved in
connected with our client. This
the above matters.
amounts to a misrepresentation
Yours faithfully
which is liable to damage the
goodwill owned by our client. That
damage comes from being
associated with the views espoused

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF
ARNOLD SPENCER LEESE
LEADER OF THE IMPERIAL
FASCIST LEAGUE

March 1924. Soon alienated by the
policy of allowing Jews and socialists
into the BF, Leese took his BF
detachment into the National Fascisti
(ultimately the British National
Fascists) in 1926. When it collapsed,
he formed the Fascist League with
the remnants of the BNF in Stamford.

Arnold S. Leese became a camel
veterinarian prior to the First World
War. He practised his craft in India
and then Somaliland He is known for
his treatise on the ills of the one
humped camel and for being the
leader of the Imperial Fascist League.
He attended the Royal College of
Veterinary Surgeons and subsequently
went to India in 1907 where he
worked for the Civil Veterinary
Department and spent most of his
time working on the North West
Frontier treating camels.
Subsequently, he moved to Italian
Somaliland where he worked for the
East Africa Government veterinary
department.
Prior to the start of the First World
War, Leese was commissioned into the
In 1929, Leese formed the Imperial
Royal Army Veterinary Corps, then
served as a Camel Purchase Officer to Fascist League in Guildford, Surrey,
initially modelled on the Italian
the Somaliland Remount Commission
with the Camel Corps, and in France, Fascist movement but ultimately
on the Western Front as a Veterinary becoming vehemently anti-Semitic
and more National Socialist. This antiOfficer for the Advanced Horse
Semitism stemmed from Leese’s love
Transport Depot.
of animals and the immoral way the
Jews (and Muslims) slaughter animals
by cutting their throats and letting
Leese much admired the fascist
government of Mussolini and joined them bleed-out while still conscious.
the British Fascists in 1923. He set up This can take up to 7 or 8 minutes of
his own BF detachment in Stamford in the animal suffering until it dies.

His anti-Semitic publications
Marxism to Western Europe and the
eventually got him jail time. He was
Americas. I also noted that Hitler
ordered arrested under Defence
expelled them from Germany in 1933
Regulation 18b in June, 1940, but
and they fled to Switzerland for two
evaded capture by using a number of
years before being invited to
safe houses until his arrest on the 9th Columbia University in New York,
where these Jews expanded their
of November, 1940. He actively
attack ,by teaching students ttheir
resisted arrest and smashed up his
holding cell while protesting that he perverse philosophy and to have the
students, in turn, carry on this vicious
was a loyal British subject.
cultural genocide as teachers and
ranking industrial concerns.
Leese was set free in 1944 for health
reasons after a major surgical
operation. After the war he continued This cultural genocide is now in its
final phase in the United States,
to publish an anti-Semitic and antiblack journal called Gothic Ripples. where they want to include Critical
Race Theory in the Kindergarten to
He and a number of IFL former
grade 12 classrooms.
members receiving jail time of 1 year
in 1947 for assisting the escape of
some German prisoners of war
including British Free Corps members. Critical Race Theory is designed by
these semitic traitors to radicalize
white children and to teach them to
hate themselves and their country,
Leese died in 1956 but he had
because of something that was done
mentored Colin Jordan and John
Tyndall who would carry on the fight 150 years ago and earlier. It is also
designed to shame them and make
in the 1960’s.
them feel guilty over something in
By David Clarke
which they had no part.
Critical Race Theory was created by
Derrick Bell, a Marxist at Harvard Law
School, whose credentials are very
CRITICAL RACE THEORY (A questionable.
He wanted to engineer
NEW JEWISH ATTACK ON the end of the family unit in Western
societies, bring the white European
THE WEST)
race to an infamous end and set out a
racial heirarchy where the blacks and
I have written about the Frankfurt browns were cultural overlords to the
School of Critical Theory at Goethe demographically shrinking white race.
University in Frankfurt in 1923, and
By David Clarke
this Jewish think tank and their plan
to destroy the West and bring

friend Carl Harley. He left UM two
years later but he took some of their
policies with him. He didn’t go so far
as “Europe a Nation” but he believed
in a Confederation of Nation States.
He joined the League of Empire
Loyalists in 1954. They were a rightwing pressure group that was firmly
against Communism and finance
capitalism. In 1957 he founded the
National Labour Party, which merged
with Colin Jordan’s White Defence
League in 1960 to become the British
National Party. In 1962 Colin Jordan
and John Tyndall broke away from the
BNP to form the National Socialist
Movement. Colin Jordan kept the
Princedale Road HQ, and John Bean
kept his paper Combat which ran
from 1958 to 1968. The leaders of the
John Bean 7 June 1927 - 9 NSM were locked up for organising a
paramilitary formation called
November 2021
Spearhead. The reorganised BNP
stood in local and parliamentary
I encountered John Bean in 1959
elections with John Bean receiving a
when cycling through central London record breaking 9.3% at Southall in
with my school friend Paul Barnes. JB
the 1964 general election; a
was speaking from the plinth of
campaign that I am proud to have
Nelson's Column at a meeting of the
taken part in.
National Labour Party. Thus began a
In 1967 the League of Empire
friendship that was to last a lifetime.
Loyalists joined with the British
He was born in Carshalton, Surrey. He National Party and a faction of the
spent his teenage years studying,
Racial Preservation Society to form
dodging German bombs, and waiting
the National Front. At first John
to be called up. The war ended
Tyndall was excluded but he was
before he was needed but he did his
allowed to join a year later. This
National Service in the Royal Navy. On
development together with the
leaving the navy he started work as rejection of JB’s policies on European
an industrial chemist but later turned
Confederation and Workers’
his hand to journalism.
Partnership persuaded him to quit
He was recruited to the Lewisham active politics. He did not return until
branch of Oswald Mosley’s Union 1999 when John Tyndall was ousted as
leader of the contemporary BNP by
Movement in 1951 by his lifelong
Nick Griffin. He became editor of the

BNP magazine Identity but fell out
with Nick Griffin in 2010. He joined
the British Democratic Party in 2013
and for many years he wrote a
column for the BDP website called
Nationalist Notebook.

NEW ZEALAND LIASION
OFFICER APPOINTED

He wrote four books; Ten Miles from
Anywhere, an account of life in rural
Suffolk, Many Shades of Black, his
political autobiography, Blood in the
Square, a political novel, and The
Trail of the Viking Finger, a historical
novel. He also appeared on
television; Timewatch in April 1995,
Windrush in September 1997, and The
Lost Race in March 1999.
He should be remembered for his
practical approach to politics which
he described as the art of the
possible. He rejected the shock
tactics of Colin Jordan in favour of
conventional campaigning, and he
tried to bridge the gap between
Oswald Mosley’s vision of “Europe a
Nation” and the narrow nationalism
of John Tyndall.
He was a likable, sociable and
intelligent man with a good sense of
humour. His main fault was that he
mixed with the wrong people and was My name is Liam Moreland I am 25
reluctant to dump them. He was a years old and of pure english stock. I
genuine patriot with a social
was born in and am a citizen of New
conscience. He leaves behind his wife Zealand. I currently live In Napier city
Marion, his son Chris, his daughter
in the Hawkes bay region. I have 3
Carol and lots of grandchildren and children and work in a yarn spinning
great grandchildren.
factory.
We agreed about ninety percent of
the time but we argued about the
other ten percent for over half a
century; first by letter and then by
email. I shall miss him dearly.
Nation Revisited

races in favor. And I believe the
majority of whites don’t agree with
taking statues (history) down and
I have the answer to the whole black changing names of food (really!),
ships, etc. But there was no vote on
white race issues. It will never
statues because they clearly don’t
happen but to me it’s a no brained.
care about our opinion and we don’t
Many years ago certain people
wanted integration. Oh it will be protest or complain in unity. They are
wonderful and we will be so happy. making decisions that affect us. I am
sick to death of hearing that
Everyone will hold hands and sing
kumbaya! Well guess what. Now all practically everything you don’t like
certain people do is complain about is racist. You want things your way
the evil white man/woman especially period! So if you didn’t ever need to
deal with the white man “that kills
ones like me blond blue eyes. The
white man persecutes us, holds us you for no reason except your race”.
And of course we all know how
down, stops us driving for no reason,
racially profiled us, on and on. Every “privledged we are and our white
bad thing that happens to them us race is the only racist one! Why just
our fault. Why in the world would you the other day I rammed a police car
want to live around the white race and flipped him off then led him on a
chase. When I pulled over he came up
that treats you so “horribly”.
and saw the white blue eyed woman
I think everyone should have their
and said “oh so sorry for
own towns, states, whatever where inconveniencing you. Have a nice day!
they can have what statues they,
Instead of throwing my white ass on
want or don’t want. It would be all the ground like anyone else who did
black law enforcement so when you
that. There’s no consequences or
get stopped it won’t be because of accountability for whites because of
race. Who know, maybe when you our privilege. It’s what I hear. On top
fight with or get in black officer’s of that if you’re black and choose to
face they will smile. Or if you get
live in the white state that’s ok but
tossed on the ground is it racist or
DON’T COMPLAIN. I live in a mainly
because you acted like an ass and
white community (which is racist of
immediately started telling officer
course). Recently a few of another
what you would and wouldn’t do with race have complained about some
a phone in their face. You can have people not waving or talking! I talk to
all black shows, commercials, and
who I want and wave to who I want
every business is black owned. You
and I don’t owe any damn body an
won’t be bothered with the white
explanation or apology. It’s already
man ruining your life. I’ll bet if you started here, the complaining. These
take a poll and every single adult
are just my beliefs and thoughts!
votes there will be a majority of both

BLACK AND WHITE

SOME GOOD NEWS
Woke activists have been defeated
and common sense has prevailed in
Sheffield, south Yorkshire.
Sheffield City Council said it will not
change any street names, monuments
or collections following a consultation
on a review.
The review was co-produced by
Sheffield Council, Sheffield Museums,
the University of Sheffield and
Sheffield Hallam University and
presented to Sheffield’s Race Equality
Commission earlier this year.
Woke activists working closely with
Black Lives Matter, managed to
initiate the process of consultation
and review. They identified over 30
street names which they claimed
“embody tangible & structural
inequalities”.

and heritage, not to rewrite or
shame, but to tell a balanced story
and to learn for the future.
“Our diverse communities are the
living soul of this city, we want all of
them to feel valued and at home
here, that their roots are honoured
and respected, and for Sheffield’s
story to be inclusive, up-to-date and
authentic. For that to happen those
stories have to be told by the people
who live within them and are part of
Sheffield’s next chapter.”
Councillor Abtisam Mohamed
When the consultation was
launched, British Patriot campaign
groups energetically got to work!

A consultation on the findings took
place between July and September
and found most who responded did
not want to see any changes.
The initial purpose was to find if
Sheffield had any offensive statues or A council spokesperson said: “We
monuments following BLM protests acknowledge this strong feeling and
that saw the toppling of a statue of are not currently intending to change
Edward Colston, in Bristol last year. any of the existing street names or
remove any statues.”
In a politically motivated statement
This fantastic news is a good
as the consultation started, councillor
indication of when well
Abtisam Mohamed, Sheffield’s
organised Patriots work together by
executive member for poverty,
fairness and equality at the council, networking online, we can defend
and preserve our national heritage
said: “Our streets, buildings and
and culture!
monuments tell the story of this city
and shape our experience,
understanding and relationship with Well done to everyone who took part
in this consultation!
it. This report and the work of the
Race Equality Commission is an
However, the war against the selfopportunity to go forward and
establish an honest and reflective loathing woke cranks in Sheffield and
relationship with Sheffield’s history

elsewhere isn’t over yet, in fact, it’s
only just warming up!

“Sheffield Council will not change
racist street names or any statues
following review”
Headline from local Sheffield
newspaper – The Star.

Consultation findings stated there
were no statues such as that in
Sheffield but there are features
across the city in street names,
The Campaign Continues
collections and public art which
perpetuate ‘racist’, outdated and
Let’s not be complacent about this
uncomfortable messages and an
inadequate expression of its large and poisonous campaign to erase and
rewrite British history, culture and
diverse population.
also the far more sinister plan to
replace us in our own ancestral
The council spokesperson continued:
homeland!
“The report into statues and street
names is only part of the council’s
wider responses to making the city This ongoing battle with the leftist
woke fanatics who are obsessed with
and its places, spaces and
communities that make up the city”. so-called ‘racism’, is going to be a
long hard slog.
More information from the review
found that Sheffield’s memorials,
plaques, street names and public art Patriots’ Voice will be working closely
do not properly reflect the modern with various different Patriotic groups
city and its ‘diverse’ communities, to ensure our readers and subscribers
know about important forthcoming
and the council is looking at ways
campaign’s and consultations.
both to tell a more balanced history
and to better represent the diversity
You can rest assured, by working
of the city in future. This will be
together in unity with our British
informed by input from the Race
Equality Commission and Sheffield’s brothers and sisters from every part
of the United Kingdom, we will never
communities.
surrender our country, culture,
It was no surprise to us at Patriots’
history or our precious and unique
Voice when we saw the mainstream
Identity.
media reporting this news in a biased
way. The BBC true to form just
couldn’t help themselves, using the We will stand strong for as long as it
takes, just as our British forefathers
headline,
have done many, many times
“Sheffield’s racist street names ‘will
throughout history. We will see it
not change’, council says”
through until the bitter end, and
The BBC using one of their
eventually, WE WILL WIN!
favourite ‘buzz words’.
Local Sheffield newspaper ‘The Star’,
printed,

WHATS THE POINT?

Oswald Mosley's post-war formation,
Union Movement, made a bold start
Anyone looking at the election results in 1948 with the promise of "Europe a
of the British nationalist parties in Nation", but in 1963 their policy was
the UK might ask "what's the point." effectively hijacked by the Tory Party
In the 2019 UK general election the
when prime minister Harold
Conservatives got 43.6% of the poll,
Macmillan applied to join the
the Labour Party got 32.2%, the
European Economic Community. The
Liberal Democrats, got 11.5 %, the
Tory Party remained committed to
Scottish National Party, standing only Europe until Boris Johnson saw an
in Scotland, got 3.9%, the Greens got opportunity to grab power in 2016.
2.9%, and the British Nationalists
The National Front staged
came nowhere.
spectactular marches throughout the
For the benefit of overseas readers I country in the 1970s with a policy of
should point out that British
stop immigration, start repatriation,
nationalist parties embrace the four and get Britain out of the Common
nations of the United Kingdon,
Market. They fielded hundreds of
England, Northern Ireland, Scotland parliamentary candidates, only to see
and Wales, unlike the Scottish, Welsh the party collapse in the general
and Irish nationalist parties that are
election of 1979 when Margaret
only concerned with their own
Thatcher said that she understood
countries.
people's fears of being "swamped" by
immigration.
The first British nationalist party, the
British Fascisti, was founded in 1923 The British National Party repeated
by Miss Rotha Lintorn-Orman, almost
the performance of the National
a hundred years ago, but in all that Front twenty years later. This time
time we have never had an MP
they were eclipsed by Ukip, a one
elected to the Westminster
issue party supported by the popular
parliament.
press that campaigned to get Britain

out of the European Union. At its
There are many reasons for this;
lingering wartime propaganda, a first- peak the BNP had scores of local
past-the-post system that favours the councillors, a member of the London
big parties, unfair media coverage, Assembly and two members of the EU
big business backing of the old gang Parliament, but it began to collapse
in 2009 following leader Nick Griffin's
parties, and so on. But the real
reason why we don't succeed in the disastrous appearance on the BBC TV
program 'Question Time', and within
UK is because the electorate are
two years it was all over.
frightened of strong government in
peacetime. They like flag waving and Today, there are many little populistjingoism but they are are horrified by nationalist parties, most of which are
the prospect of identity cards or mass
little more than a 'leader' and a
medication. There's an unfortunate
website. None of them have the
streak of anarchy in the British
slightest chance of getting an MP
people.

elected, but people have got a right The Coronavirus pandemic had the
to their opinions and we need a same impact as a war. It took 20 years
proper political party to steer
for the UK to recover from WW2, and
youngsters away from dangerous and it will probably take just as long to
illegal groups such as National Action. get over the current disaster. We
A proper political party should be were greatly helped by the American
Marshall Plan after the last war but
registered with the Electoral
the US is unlikely to come to our aid
Commission, it should publish its
this time.
accounts on time, and comply with

the law. If laws are unjust they should They say that it's safer to be on a big
be campaigned against, but they
ship in a storm but we disembarked
shouldn't be broken. And members from the European Union just as the
should study history and economics
first clap of thunder was heard.
instead of wasting their time on
The mind-boggling sums of money
fantasy projects such as resurrecting
borrowed by the government to
the Empire or deporting ten percent
combat the virus and protect the
of our population.
economy will have to be paid back. In

We are entering an economic
Hindu mythology Rishi is a wise man,
recession as a result of the pandemic
but our Chancellor Rishi Sunak is
and the dislocation brought about by unwise to predict that taxes will soon
Brexit. This should benefit the Labour come down. The recovery will spark
Party but the electorate turned
inflation as wages rise to meet
against them because of the vicious escalating food and fuel prices. This
media campaign against Jeremy
will come as a shock to a generation
Corbyn, and they are turning against of mortgage payers that have never
the Tory Party because of Boris
known inflation. And it will add to the
Johnson's clownish behaviour and
cost of government borrowing. Far
dishonesty. This impasse could be the from coming down we can expect
opportunity that we have long been
taxes to increase.
waiting for.
Not so long ago, in the days of Ronald
Recovery

Reagan and Margaret Thatcher, they
The Coronavirus pandemic has killed used to talk about shrinking the State
five million people worldwide and and having less government, but we
wrecked national economies. You may are now heading in the opposite
direction. The wartime situation
believe, as I do, that it's a natural
virus, or you may think that it''s a plot brought about by the pandemic has
by George Soros, Bill Gates, Bill and forced an increase in government. In
Hillary Clinton, and their alleged order to borrow billions of pounds our
Satanic paedophile ring. But whatever government has grown in scope and
the reason, in the words of the song power and the Conservative dream of
individual responsibility has faded.
we will have to pick ourselves up,
We are entering uncharted waters.
dust ourselves down, and start all
over again.

Sam Dickson

TEN YEARS CELEBRATION
To celebrate ten years we will be
NBU reaches a milestone in 2022 as it holding a getogether this year for all
is our tenth year. When I launched members, a chance to meet up with
NBU I knew we were in for a fight and officers and members of the NBU in a
after decades spent in nationalism
relaxed atmosphere have a drink a
fully expected a hard struggle. I was bite to eat and good conversation.
not to be dissapointed, our enemies Time spent together with comrades to
have tried every single dirty trick to
recharge, restock and renew the
stop us and continue to do so.
struggle carrying the torch handed to
Websites bought down, lies spread on us from Mosley into the next ten
the internet, bank accounts closed,
years.
investigated by Special Branch,
venues cancelled, members arrested If you wish to attend this event that
for so called 'hate crimes', attacked will be held in Yorkshire March/April
please
by old nationalists, print orders
contact press@newbritishunion.co.uk for
cancelled, a huge amount of
more information
newspaper attacks as well as false
reporting in numerous 'documentries'
the list goes on.
However dispite of this we continue
to grow, new members join daily and
have done so for the last 10 years.
Our message is getting out make no
mistake about that. Someone once
said "what dosent kill you makes you
stronger" this is true of the NBU, they
may slow us down at times but they
will never stop us. The truth is the
truth no matter how much they
dislike it.
Our main aim at the beginning was to
expose the lies told about Mosley and
the BUF to take his message to the
people that remains the same today.
Nobody likes to be lied to and we
have been lied to for over eighty
years.

NEW APPOINTMENT NBU
SOUTH OFFICER

NBU is this nations ONLY hope. I will
devote the rest of my life to promote
and advance the Fascist course. Join
me, join The NBU and save Great
Britain.

KEEP THE FLAME ALIGHT
As you may know NBU suffers regular
cyber-attacks this seriously effects
our ability to produce The Blackshirt,
mass emailing campaign’s, banking
and running of the website. This
causes us much disruption and cost.
We have a message that our enemies
are desperate to silence, we are
growing at a rate that clearly alarms
them. This year sees our tenth
anniversary something they obviously
do not want to witness.
To enable us to continue the struggle
in any mean full way we need to raise
My name is Ken Kearsey. I have been
funds, to those who do donate I am
actively involved with the NBU for
forever grateful but now is the time
many years and I am deeply honoured
for more members to do the same. A
and privileged to represent us as
one off donation of whatever you can
Regional Officer for the South of
safely afford will help us protect our
England.
computers and keep us in the fight.
I have always been politically aware. I
Remember they want us to fail, they
realised as a teenager that the
want to silence us, they want to
utopian left was totally disconnected
replace us, are you going to let that
with reality. Multiculturalism and the
happen, are you going to turn your
abuse of our benefit system has
back on Mosley and distinguish the
always angered me. We are a great
flame he handed us? For as God is my
nation and I am proud to be British
witness I will not go quietly into the
but I recognise that our corrupt
night and I am sure neither will you.
'democratic' state is incapable of
meeting the needs of our Country. I
admire The British Union of Fascists
and it's leader the late great Oswald
Mosley. He and they were truly a
chanced missed in taking us in a
different and better direction.
https://newbritishunion.co.uk/Welc
I am blessed to consider our leader
ome/contact%20us/donate.html
Gary Raikes as a friend. He and the

